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Studies of cortical neurons in monkeys performing shortterm memory tasks have shown that information
about a
stimulus can be maintained
by persistent
neuron firing for
periods of many seconds after removal of the stimulus. The
mechanism
by which this sustained
activity is initiated and
maintained
is unknown.
In this article we present a spiking
neural network
model of short-term
memory and use it to
investigate
the hypothesis
that recurrent,
or “re-entrant,”
networks
with constant connection
strengths
are sufficient
to store graded information temporarily.
The synaptic weights
that enable the network to mimic the input-output
characteristics
of an active memory module are computed
using
an optimization
procedure
for recurrent
networks
with nonspiking neurons. This network is then transformed
into one
with spiking neurons by interpreting
the continuous
output
values of the nonspiking
model neurons as spiking probabilities.
The behavior of the model neurons in this spiking network
is compared
with that of 179 single units previously recorded
in monkey inferotemporal
(IT) cortex during the performance
of a short-term
memory task. The spiking patterns of almost
every model neuron are found to resemble
closely those of
IT neurons. About 40% of the IT neuron firing patterns are
also found to be of the same types as those of model neurons.
A property of the spiking model is that the neurons cannot
maintain precise graded activity levels indefinitely,
but eventually relax to one of a few constant activities called fixedpoint attractors.
The noise introduced
into the model by the
randomness
of spiking causes the network to jump between
these attractors.
This switching
between
attractor
states
generates
spike trains with a characteristic
statistical
temporal structure.
We found evidence
for the same kind of
structure in the spike trains from about half of the IT neurons
in our test set. These results show that the behavior of many
real cortical memory neurons is consistent
with an active
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storage mechanism
based on recurrent activity in networks
with fixed synaptic strengths.
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Animals have memorieswith retention times ranging from fractions of a secondto a lifetime. Two different ways of maintaining
information in memory have been proposed: one passive, or
latent, and the other active. In passive storage, information
about the item is maintained in modified valuesof physiological
parameterssuchassynaptic strength.Neural activity is required
only during loading and retrieval, but not for maintenance. In
active storage,information is preserved by maintaining neural
activity throughout the time it must be remembered.There is
experimental evidence that both of these information storage
strategiesare used in higher animals. Latent information apparently can be stored in the brain indefinitely, but active information can be maintained only for relatively short times,
perhapsa few tens of seconds;thus, it is reasonableto refer to
this kind of memory asactiveshort-term memory. Little isknown
about the mechanismof active information storage.In the researchdescribedhere we have investigated a possiblemechanism for information storage in active short-term memory by
using a spiking neural network model whose behavior can be
directly compared to experimental findings.
Lesion and brain cooling studieshave identified several cortical areasthat are required for short-term memory tasks, such
asdelayed match to sampleor delayedresponse,but not required
for versions of the sametasks without a delay. Areas devoted
to specificmodalities, suchasthe inferotemporal (IT) cortex for
vision or posterior parietal for touch, are required only for tasks
dealing with stimuli of those modalities. However, the prefrontal cortex appears to be required for all memory tasks that
involve a delayed motor response(Bauer and Fuster, 1976;
Fuster, 1985, 1989; Fuster et al., 1985; Goldman-Rakic, 1987;
Quintana et al., 1989).
Recordingsof single-unitactivity in monkeysperformingshortterm memory taskshave been carried out for over two decades
(Fuster and Alexander, 1971; Fuster, 1973; Niki, 1974; Fuster
and Jervey, 1982; Fuster et al., 1982; Quintana et al., 1988;
Koch and Fuster, 1989; Funahashi et al., 1990). This work has
demonstratedthat many neuronsin the areasrequired for shortterm memory are associatedwith the memory task in someway.
Three main criteria have been used to show that neurons are
memory relevant. These are (1) systematically altered activity
during the delay period, while information about a stimulus
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must be retained in the absence of the stimulus, (2) failure of
memory relevant neurons to respond to stimuli that need not
be memorized, generally because of absence of reward expectation (Fuster, 1973, 1990) and (3) correlation between error
on a memory task and response failure of memory-relevant
neurons (Fuster, 1973).
An example of sustained activity during delay periods of various lengths in a delayed saccade task is shown in Figure 1A.
The direction and magnitude of the saccadeare the samefor
all trials shown, so the amplitude of firing is about the samefor
all delays. However, the responseamplitude of this parietal
neuron does depend on the direction and magnitude of the
saccade,indicating that it is potentially capable of recording
quantitative information about the task in its firing rate (Gnadt
and Andersen, 1988).Neurons that showsimilar sustainedfiring
patterns, associatedwith memory for specific modalities of information, are found in several cortical areas,for example, in
IT cortex for vision (Fuster and Jervey, 1981, 1982; Fuster,
1990), posterior parietal cortex for touch (Koch and Fuster,
1989; Zhou and Fuster, 1992) and auditory cortex (Gottlieb et
al., 1989).
Examplesof failure to respondto stimulation when a memory
task is not performed are shown in Figure 1, B and C. In Figure
1B, the animal performs an audition match-to-sampletask only
when a reward tube that delivers juice is in its mouth. The
illustrated neuron showsa sustainedresponsewhen a reward is
anticipated and none when it is not, even though the sameset
of stimuli are presented. A frontal memory unit identified by
its task sensitivity is shown in Figure 1C. Although the firing
pattern of this neuron is contingent on the memory task, it is
not a sustainedactivity unit. Rather, it fires briskly only during
both the initial stimulus and final cue periods. This showsthat
other types of neurons, in addition to those with altered firing
during the delay period, may be involved in the mechanismof
information storage. A possible role for such neurons in the
storagemechanismis suggestedby the model describedhere.
The fact that similar types of memory-relevant neurons are
found in different cortical areassuggeststhat the samekind of
generic neural circuit, or module, is used to store active information throughout the cortex. If this is the case,then while the
origin and significanceof the stored information may differ from
one cortical region to another, the kind of circuity usedto store
it may be the same.In this article we describea neural network
model of a circuit that can serve as such an active memory
module.
Two broad classesof mechanismshave been frequently proposedto explain how neural firing is maintained during active
short-term memory. In one, sustainedfiring is maintained by
rapidly and temporarily changing synaptic strengths or other
physiological parameters (Gottlieb et al., 1989). In the other,
sustainedfiring dependsonly on neural activity recirculating in
a network with fixed recurrent, that is, “re-entrant,” connections
(Cowan, 1972; Dehaene and Changeux, 1989; Zipser, 1991).
The model describedhere was designedto test the hypothesis
that networks with fixed, recurrent connectionsare sufficient to
account for the observed experimental data.
In previous work (Zipser, 1991) it was shown that a simple
model basedon sustainedactivity in a neural network with fixed
recurrent connections could account for part of the observed
experimental data. This original model has somecharacteristic
dynamical features, called fixed-point attractors, that should
also be present in the dynamics of cortical activity if similar
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Figure 1. A, Spikehistograms
of an intendedmovementcell in area

LIP of the rhesusmonkey.Eachhistogramincludesresponses
from 810 trials. Trials are groupedand orderedaccordingto increasingresponsedelaytimes.The horizontal line below each histogram indicates
the stimuluspresentation.The arrow indicatesthe time at which the
fixation spot was extinguished. Eye movements occurred from 150 to
400 msec following offset of spot. Bin size = 50 msec. From Gnadt and
Andersen (1988). B, Histogram showing the activity of a unit in the
supratemporal gyrus of baboon auditory cortex during a tone matching
task. Dark bars show the times of presentation of the first and second
tones. Solid line is the task performance case, and dotted line, the no
task case. From Gottlieb et al. (1989). C, Spike discharge histograms of
a prefrontal unit during short-term memory performance. Bin size = 1
sec. The short horizontal bar indicates stimulus presentation. Red, green,
yellow, or blue presented during the stimulus period indicate memory
task with reward. Violet presented during the stimulus period indicates
no prospective reward (no task cue). The neuron in Cresponds primarily
to the initial stimulus and the final cue, about 20 set later. From Yajeya
et al. (1988) (figure from Zipser, 199 1).

recirculating networks serve active memory there. Such attractor dynamics had originally been predicted to play a role in
short-term memory by Cowan (1972). The presenceofattractors
would be expected to have significant effects on the spiking
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patterns of cortical neurons in active memory circuits. However,
because the original network used nonspiking model neurons,
it could not be used to generate the spiking patterns needed to
test for the effect of attractors. To overcome this difficulty, we
have developed a more realistic, spiking version of the original
model that enables us to compare predicted and observed spiking patterns. This provides a more valid test of whether the
model is consistent with the experimental observations.
The spiking model described in this article was derived from
the original model using a simple transformation that converts
a neural network made up of continuous-output
neurons into
one with spiking neurons. The spiking model can load and store
information in the form of neural spiking activity without the
need to change any synaptic strengths during the process. It
provides detailed information about the dynamic activity patterns and spiking statistics to be expected from recurrent active
storage networks. This information can be compared directly
to data obtained from single-unit recordings made in monkeys
engaged in short-term memory tasks.
Here we first describe the original nonspiking neural network
model and how it is transformed into a spiking model. We then
examine the dynamic spiking patterns of model neurons and
compare them to real single-unit data. Finally, we compare the
statistical structure of long-term spiking patterns of real and
model neurons to see if the real neurons have features indicative
of fixed-point attractors. We find that the dynamic spiking patterns of many of the units in the model network closely resemble
those of real neurons. Some real neurons also show spiking
patterns that are predicted by the mechanism used in the model
to load new information into memory. We also show that many
real neurons involved in active memory do have spiking patterns indicative of the presence of fixed-point network attractors.
The model described here deals only with the circuit module
used for the actual storage of active short-term information.
Many other important issues about short-term memory, such
as the neuroanatomy involved, the origin and mode of generation of the load signals, and the mechanism used to access
stored information, are not addressed.
Materials

and Methods

The present study uses a set of 179 single-unit discharge records obtained
in a-previous study of the inferotemporal (IT) cortex of monkeys performina a visual delaved matching task (Fuster, 1990). Basically, the
task re&ired the animal to retain features (color or shape) of compound
stimuli, each stimulus consisting of a colored disk (2.5 cm diameter)
with a gray geometric symbol in the middle. On each trial, and depending
on the symbol in the stimulus, the animal had to memorize-for
1020 set-either the symbol itself or the background color. Consequently,
for correct performance of the task, each trial required attention to the
symbol, in some trials also to the color, and short-term (10-20 set)
memory of either symbol or color.
The fully trained monkeys were surgically prepared for chronic microelectrode recording following procedures authorized by the UCLA
School of Medicine (Division of Animal Medicine) and according to
animal use guidelines from the National Institutes of Health and the
Society for Neuroscience. All surgical operations were conducted with
the animal under general anesthesia with Nembutal (slow intravenous
infusion, about 35 mg/kg). The surgery essentially involved the implant
of microelectrode carrier pedestals and head fixation bolts in the skull.
Antibiotics were systematically and topically administered for prevention of infection. Head restraint during performance was gradually introduced to avoid discomfort. Test sessions lasted ordinarily some 3
hr, during which the animal consumed about 200 ml of liquid reinforcement.
The roving microelectrode used for extracellular unit recording during
testing was made of platinum-iridium
or Elgiloy and insulated with

glass. Unit spike records were amplified and stored on computer disks.
Only single-unit records, consisting of spike trains from isolated cellsjudging from the voltage and shape of the spikes-are used in the data
set studied here (see Fuster, 1990 for further details).
For purposes of spike analysis, the task was divided into the following
periods: (1) baseline period of 15 set preceding each trial; (2) stimulus
presentation period, and (3) delay (10-20 set feature memorization
period). Statistically significant differences were determined using t tests
with 1% confidence limits unless otherwise noted in the text.
All the models described in this article were simulated on general
purpose digital computer workstations using programs especially written
for this project. Details about the models are described in the following
section.

Models of Active Memory
Artificial neural networks are being widely used to investigate
the processing or computation
carried out by networks of real
neurons in various parts of the nervous system. The model
neural units usedin thesenetworks are designedto approximate
only the input-output properties of real neurons without attempting to simulatetheir inner workings. The outputs of these
model neurons are generally representedby continuous values
that can be compared to averagespiking rates. These networks
are simulatedon digital computersto run in discretetime steps,
rather than in continuous time. The processor computation
carried out by a neural network is ultimately determined by the
values of the synaptic weightsthat interconnect the neural units.
Theseweights are generally chosenautomatically by some optimization, or training, procedure. This training procedure is
just a mathematical
technique to pick a best set of weights, and
is not likely to resemblethe way this processoccursbiologically.
In spite oftheir simplicity, modelsof this type can often simulate
the average spiking behavior of neurons in biological systems
quite realistically (Zipser and Andersen, 1988). In the case of
recurrent networks, the dynamics of the model often simulate
the experimentally observed dynamics. This makesit possible
to generatemodelswith a closefunctional homology to biological systems.Particularly realistic results have been obtained
recently with recurrent network modelsof the dynamics of the
vestibulo-ocular system (Arnold and Robinson, 1989; Anastasio, 1991). The general paradigm for making artificial neural
network models of the nervous system is called neural system
identification (Zipser, 1992).
To model active short-term memory we tried to find the
simplest

network

architecture

that could account

for the main

features of the process.The available experimental data, particularly the dependenceof memory-related activity on reward
expectation, suggestthat loading information into active memory is not an automatic consequenceof the presenceof a stimulus, but requiresan additional, task-dependentloading signal.
This implies that the simplestactive memory module must have
at least two inputs, one carrying the information to be stored
and the other carrying a signalto indicate when that information
should be loaded into storage. The information to be stored
would, in general, be processedfrom an external stimulus and
be specificfor the modality of eachcortical area. The load signal,
on the other hand, is likely to be far lessstimulus specific, and
to be common to many memory modules in different cortical
areas.
A previous model by Zipser (199 1) has the required architecture and was used as the basis for the spiking model described
here. We first describe this model and how it was trained to
implement
the short-term
memory task. Then we show how
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trained versions of the original nonspiking model are converted
to spiking models.
The original nonspiking model
The original model consists of a recurrent network with an
information input, a load input, and one output. The information
input carries a continuous value representing the information
to be stored. The load input carries a binary signal that is kept
at zero as long as information is to be held in memory and set
to 1.O only when new information is loaded. The output carries
the value of the stored information buffered from changes on
the information input line.
The network consists of a set of recurrently connected model
neurons, each of which can be represented schematically as
follows:

where the large triangle represents the soma, the line to the left
represents the dendrite and synapses, with inputs distributed
along its length, and the arrow to the right represents the axon
or output. The inputs to this neuron from other neurons in the
network on time cycle, t, are represented by a set of activities,
y,(t), with values equal to the outputs of all the N units in the
network. The model makes no assumption about the anatomical
location of the various units in the network, but it is reasonable
to assume that at least some ofthem are located near one another
in the same cortical area. The external input sources to the
network are represented by zJt). In the active memory model
there are two external inputs. One carries the information to be
stored, and the other, the load signal indicating when to store
new information. The strengths, or weights, of the connections
between units in the network are represented by w,,, where i is
the index of the postsynaptic unit and j is the index of the
presynaptic unit. The weights of the connections for external
inputs are represented by v,~.Each unit also has a bias, b, , which
is roughly equivalent to the sum of the resting potential and any
unchanging afferent activity. The output of the ith model unit
in the network on time cycle t + 1 is given by

where f (x) is the logistic function

f(x) = i1 + e-x’
which ranges between 0 and 1 as x ranges from minus infinity
to plus infinity. The logistic function is a sigmoid, which roughly
captures the observation that real neuron firing rates cannot be
less than zero and have some maximum value.
The full network is presented schematically in the top panel
of Figure 2. The schematic diagram shows all units interconnected and all receiving external inputs. It illustrates the potential for interconnection before training. After training some
weights may go to zero, so in the actual memory model not all
possible connections are functionally present. Note that only
one unit in the network carries the output value. The other units
are called hidden units. They carry out the processes involved
in the memory task, they are the model units whose properties
are compared to real neurons.
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Figure 2. The structure of the model. Top, Input and recurrent
nections.Bottom,Diagramof the trainingparadigm.

The memory task the network wastrained to do is illustrated
in the lower panel of Figure 2. A gradient-descent, error correction optimization algorithm for recurrent networks, called
Backpropagation Through Time (Williams and Zipser, in press),
was used to find weight values that would allow the network
to implement the task. Networks were initialized with random
weight valuesbetween - 1.Oand 1.O.Thesevalueswere adjusted
by the optimization algorithm on each cycle of training until
the network output matched the target required by the task to
within an error of ?5%. The bias quantities, b,, were not adjusted but fixed at -2.5 to guaranteethat unstimulated units
have low activities. On each step of training the network was
given an Info-in input value chosenrandomly between 0.0 and
1.0 and a Load-in input value of 0.0 (off), except during randomly chosencycleswhen the Load-in signalwas setto 1.O(on)
to load a new value. The averagetime betweenload signalswas
four time steps.The output of the network (Memory-out) was
trained to maintain the value of Info-in at the time the Loadin signalwason. Typically, 50,000 training cycles were required
to reach the error criterion. Many instancesof this model were
trained with sizesranging from 6 to 20 units.
Zipser (1991) showedthat hidden units in networks trained
in this way exhibited many of the properties of cortical neurons
relevant to short-term memory. We used these trained nonspiking networks asthe basisfor our spiking model in the manner describedbelow.
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Converting continuous models to spiking models
The basic idea used to convert nonspiking models to spiking
models was to interpret the continuous output of the nonspiking
model neurons as spiking probabilities (Cowan, 1968; Amit,
1990). This approach gets considerable justification from both
early and recent studies of the statistics of cortical neuron firing
(Fuster et al., 1965; Smith and Smith, 1965; Sejnowski, 1976;
Softky and Koch, 1992; Snowden et al., 1992). Further support is provided by a recent study of the spiking characteristics
of some of the IT neurons used in this study (Littlewort et al.,
1992).
Our goal in making spiking networks was to have them behave
as much as possible like the trained continuous networks from
which they derived, while at the same time incorporating enough
realism to allow comparison with experimental data. Each individual spiking neuron computes its probability of spiking in
the same general way a continuous neuron computes its output
value. Spiking neurons, however, produced output values of 1
with this probability, and output values of 0 with 1 minus this
probability. In this discrete-time model of spiking, each time
step in which a spike occurs can be considered to be the combination of a single spike and the absolute dead time that follows
it.
The dynamic activity of a recurrent network cannot be maintained by simply replacing each continuous unit with a spiking
one. The binary valued outputs together with a low firing rate
would completely disrupt the orderly function of the network.
This problem was overcome by replacing each continuous unit
in the original network with a pool of many spiking neurons.
The average number of spikes produced by a pool is proportional to the output activity of the neuron it replaced. The problem of maintaining recurrent activity with slowly spiking neurons is not limited to model networks but also arises in the
nervous system (Amit, 1990). The spiking network consists of
the same number of pools of spiking units as the original network
had nonspiking units. Each member of a pool was connected to
neurons in other pools the same way as the neuron it replaced,
but with the weights appropriately scaled to take into account
the number of units in each pool. There are no connections
between units in a pool. The spiking behavior of the individual
neurons in these pools is assumed to be comparable to that of
single neurons in the brain.
The equation governing the behavior of the spiking unit is
y,(t + 1) = 1
with probability

sf z w&y,(t) + 2 vlkzk(t) + bi ,
I
k

y,(t + 1) = 0
with probability

1 - sf 2 w:,y,(t) + 2 v,kzk(t) + b, ,
k
j

O<s<l.
The scale factor s serves to keep the spiking rate of the model
neurons low and comparable to that of real neurons. The recurrent weight values used in the spiking model, w’~,, are those
of the continuous model divided by ns to compensate for both
the n-fold increase in number of inputs and the scaling of the
output by s. The range of the index i is now from 1 to nN, where
N is the number of neurons in the continuous model and n is
the size of each spiking pool. Note that the output of a neuron,

y, now takes on only the values 0 or 1 with a probability given
by the logistic function scaled by s.
Neurons involved in short-term memory have a wide range
of average firing rates, but none show persistent firing anywhere
near their physically maximum rate. This maximum rate is
sometimes observed when a neuron is accidentally injured. We
simply use the scale factor, s, to allow simulated neurons operating near saturation to have the possibility of arbitrarily low
spiking rates. This is of importance to the model because without
s < 1 some model neurons would have firing probabilities near
1, leading to unrealistic ceiling effects on spiking statistics. In
our formulation, all neurons in the model use the same value
of s. For values of s < 1 the spiking version of a model is no
longer exactly homologous to the continuous version. The reason for this difference is subtle and has to do with changes in
spiking variance introduced by removing the ceiling effects. In
practice these effects are small enough that the spiking version
still behaves essentially like the original model.
Behavior of Short-Term
Memory Model Networks
In this section we describe and explain the behavior of the model
itself. The next section compares the model with experiment.
First, the firing patterns of model neurons for periods that approximate those of short-term memory experiments are described. Then the long-time behavior of the network is analyzed
to show the relaxation to fixed-point attractors and how it is
affected by random spiking. Finally, we explain the general
mechanism used by the model to load and store information.
Short-term dynamic behavior
The typical short-term memory experiment consists of an intertrial baseline period, a brief stimulus presentation, a delay
during which information about the stimulus is remembered,
and finally, another stimulus presentation to which the animal
responds based on remembered information. Our model, however, is concerned only with the loading and storage of information, and not with the specific modality of the information
or how it is accessed and used to respond. We assume that our
model represents a short-term memory module somewhere in
the cortex. During simulated memory experiments it receives
stimulus-relevant
afferent information on its Info-in line and
load signals during stimulus presentations on its Load-in line.
During the intertrial interval and the delay period a fixed baseline value is held on the Info-in line. During stimulus periods
a value to be stored, representing the effects of the stimulus on
this particular module, is put on the Info-in line while the Loadin line is set to 1.O. The load line is reset to 0.0 during the delay.
The dynamic activation patterns of model neurons produced
by this paradigm for one instance ofboth the original nonspiking
and the spiking model are shown in Figure 3. (Fig. 3 shows a
model instance called fl 1, which is used as an illustrative example throughout this article). A relatively short memory delay
period, commensurate with those used in training, is used here.
Each unit has its own characteristic activity pattern. The output
unit has a moderately stable sustained activity reflecting the
stored value. This shows that the network has learned to approximate the memory task on which it was trained. The spectrum of observed hidden unit activity patterns can be roughly
divided into three major classes: units with sustained activity
during the delay differing from baseline, that is, hidden units 1,
2, and 5; units with major activity changes only during the
stimulus period, that is, hidden units 3 and 6; and more complex
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units that mix the previous two characteristics,
that is, hidden
unit 4. Note that unit 5 shows sustained inhibition.
Other instances of the model generated in different training runs and
starting with different sets of initial random weights all have
hidden units with these three basic classes of activity patterns,
but differing in detail. The role played by the different classes
of hidden units in the mechanism of storage will be discussed
later.

Long-term dynamics and attractors
When the delay period is greatly lengthened, the original, nonnetwork
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can no longer

maintain

its stored value,

but

relaxes to a stable state called a fixed-point attractor. This is a
consequenceof the fact that recurrent networks with the nonlinear units usedhere cannot store arbitrary values indefinitely.
Cowan (1972) demonstrated attractor dynamics for recurrent
networks of nonlinear units, and suggestedthat the fixed-point
attractors might play a role in short-term memory. Other kinds
of attractor statessuch aslimit cycles or chaosare theoretically
possible, but all of the original networks displayed only fixedpoint attractors. In the majority of casesthere were two stable
statesfor the network, with rare examplesof oneor three (Zipser,
1991).
In the stable state the outputs of all units in the nonspikiing
network remain constant as long as there is no changeon the
external inputs. The stable state to which a network will finally
settle is determined by a distinct input value that servesas a

Figure3. Temporal activity patterns
of units in the continuous and spiking
version of model instance fl 1. The continuous network consisted of six hidden
units and one output unit. It was trained
to implement a system with the inputoutput characteristics described in Figure 2 and the text. The bias weights are
fixed at -2.5 in this model instance.
Training was for 200,000 time steps with
an average of four time steps between
load pulses. The patterns for the continuous version, on the left, were generated by first setting the activities to
their basal levels by loading in an Zfoin value of 0.1 (the load signal is not
shown). Then, a value of 1.0 is loaded
in and held for nine time steps, during
which time the input is held at 0.1. Then,
with the input still at 0.1 the load signal
is given again. The patterns for the spiking version on the right were generated
in the same way. The spiking version
has 160 neurons per pool and an s value
of 0.3. The histograms were made by
collecting the spikes from one neuron
in each pool on 500 trials. The vertical
axis is spikes per 100 trials per time
step.

kind of threshold; for inputs below this threshold the network
moves

in time

to one attractor,

and for inputs

above it the

network settlesto the other. This is illustrated in Figure 4. Note
that while sustained-activity hidden units 1, 2, and 4 go to high
states for the above-threshold attractor, unit 5 goes to a low
state. This situation is reversed for the below-threshold attractor. The threshold value and low state for unit 5 are so close
they are not resolved in Figure 4. Also note that the high and
low attractor activity values reached by the sustained-activity
units are not the extremes of their possiblerange, that is, 0.0
and 1.0, and are quite different for each unit. Each instance of
the model hasits own characteristicthreshold and settling time.
Theseattractor statesbehave somewhatdifferently in the spiking
model, and are critical for understanding the experimentally
observed spiking statistics.
Attractor dynamics of the spiking model
The introduction of random spiking into the model creates a
source of noise, and noise disrupts the stability of the fixedpoint attractor states (Cowan, 1972; Zipser, 1991). After an
initial period during which the stored value is approximately
maintained, noisy networks do not stay permanently in a single
attractor state but move, at random times, from one attractor
to another, spendingmost of the time near an attractor, but a
significant amount of time in transition as well.
The movement between attractor states in the long-term dynamics of a spiking model is shown in Figure 5. The memory
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Figure 4. Attractor dynamics of the continuous versionof modelinstance fl 1. The threshold for the model instance shown here is 0.595.
When values above this threshold are loaded into the network, all units
settle to their upper attractors; when values below the threshold are
stored, they settle to their lower attractors. The figure shows graphs of
the temporal activity patterns obtained for a pair of starting values just
below and just above the threshold. The time course of activity in the
network is displayed for 60 time steps between load signals.

was loaded with a high value, after which the input was held
constant for more than 1800 time stepswhile the activity of
each unit was sampled every four steps.The total number of
spikesproduced by each pool on the sampledtime stepsis used
as a measureof activity. Note that the activity of each pool
starts off near its appropriate level for a high stored value, and
then switchesrandomly, spendingmost of the time near one of
its attractor values. Some time is also spent at intermediate
values. The length of time spent near any attractor is quite
variable, ranging from a few to nearly 100 steps.Note also that
the behavior of all the sustained-activity units, for example, 1,
2, 4, and 5, is highly correlated, indicating that the attractor
statesare features of the network as a whole and not assignable
to individual units.
How the model works
The general strategy used by the model to load and retain information can be determined by examination of the connection
weights and the activity patterns of the units. By the end of
training the output unit hasbecomefunctionally a separatelayer
since all its weights from the input lines and all its feedback
weights to the rest of the network have become nearly zero.

Most of the other neural units in a model becomeeither storage
or gating units. Storageunits sustainan activity representative
of the stored value during the delay. The gating units have high
activity during the stimulus periodsand near-baselineactivities
otherwise. Storage units act as a group to maintain their sustained activity through sharedrecurrent feedback connections.
The storageunits are of two basic kinds, positive and negative.
Outputs of the positive storageunits monotonically increaseas
the stored value increases.Outputs of negative storage units
decreaseas the stored value increases.Both the positive and
negative units feed back onto all other units of the samekind
with excitatory weights,and onto units of the opposite kind with
inhibitory weights. Once a value is establishedin the storage
units, it tends to persist, at least for the effective storagetime
of the memory. However, eachstorageunit representsthe stored
value with its own characteristic activity level. The storageunits
receive inhibitory input from the Load-in and either excitatory
or inhibitory input from the Info-in line. This seemsto help in
resetting the memory before a new value is stored.
The gating units receive excitatory input from both the Loadin and the Info-in and project excitatory output to all the positive
storageunits and inhibitory output to all the negative storage
units. This allows the gating units to passa new memory value
into the storageunits on the time step after the Load-in signal
goesback to zero. The gate units receive weak mixed recurrent
connections that have little net affect. This meansthat during
the delay they are dominated by the strong negative bias that
all units have keeping their activities near their baseline.This
tends to buffer the storageunits from activity changeson the
Load-in line.
Someunits are more complex than those describedand seem
to combine featuresof both storageand gating units. As we shall
see,all major classesof units found in the model correspondto
neurons found in the cortex. It is also interesting to note that,
if negative storageunits are left out, it should be possible to
have model networks in which all the recurrent connectionsare
excitatory. This actually seemsto be the case, since one of us
(B.K.) has successfullytrained instancesof the original model
constrained to have only excitatory recurrent connections. One
of the two input signalsstill hasto be inhibitory, but nonetheless
sucha network obeys Dale’slaw, that is, that the outputs of any
given neuron are all of the samepolarity.
Model versus Experiment
The validity of a model can be tested only by comparing its
behavior to that of the real systemin as many ways as possible.
For practical reasonswe are currently limited to comparing the
behavior of singleunits in the model to single-unit firing patterns
recorded from the brain, primarily from IT cortex in the case
of this article. Two different aspectsof thesefiring patterns are
compared. First, the average firing patterns produced during
real and simulated short-term memory tasks are compared to
show that many real and model neuronshave similar response
properties. Then, certain statistical properties of firing during
the intertrial baseline period are compared to show that real
neuronsbehave asif they are in noisy networks with fixed-point
attractors.
The averagejring patterns of real and model neurons
In this section we show that individual neurons in the spiking
model behave like real neurons during short-term active memory experiments. First, we comparethe peristimulushistograms
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recorded during short-term memory experimentstypical of cortical neurons to simulated histograms from selected spiking
model neurons. This demonstratesthat many of the patterns of
activity typical of cortical memory neurons are also found in
model neurons. Then, we look more closely at the way real and
model neurons respond to different stimulus properties. This
comparison shows the detailed homology between the differential responseof real and model neurons.Finally, we deal with
the question of what fraction of real and model neurons are
actually comparable. This analysis showsthat virtually all the
model neuronshave homologsamong cortical neurons,and that
a considerablefraction of the memory-relevant cortical neurons
are accounted for by the model.
Biological short-term memory experiments were simulated
on trained networks by loading an information value, representing the stimulus to be remembered,and holding it for the
delay period by keeping the load signalat zero. During the delay
period and during the intertrial intervals an Info-in value, different from the stimulus, was usedto representthe background
input level present in the absenceof a stimulus. To make the
model and real peristimulus histograms comparable, certain
parameters not determined by the model or known from the
experimental data must be fixed. For example, we don’t know
the constant that relatesmodel time and real time, and we also
have no way of measuringthe actual level of the afferent signals
being stored in real memory. Becausetheseparametersmust be
chosenarbitrarily, only comparisonsbetween the shapesof the
activity patterns of real and model neurons are relevant.
Examples of typical real and model firing patterns during
active memory tasksare shown in Figure 6. Closeexamination

1877

Figure
5. Long-term temporal activity patterns of the spiking version of
instance fl 1. The model was run as in
Figure 4, but after gating in a value of
1.O no further gating was done. The activity for about 1800 cycles is shown as
total spikes per pool. The activity is
sampled only every four cycles.

of Figure 6 showsthat severalcharacteristic featuresof the model’s activity patterns are found in the experimental data. For
example, the sustainedactivity units in the model differ as to
how they respondwhen the load signalis active. This difference
is mirrored in the experimental units shown in Figure 6, A and
B. Note that the real neuron in Figure 6B is inhibited during
the periodswhenthe initial and final stimuli arebeingpresented.
This correspondsdirectly to the model unit where the inhibition
is causedby the resetprocessthat occurswhen new information
is loaded into memory. Another feature found in both model
units and real neurons is the tendency of the sustainedactivity
to drift up or down during the delay period, as seenin Figure
6, C and D. This has previously been attributed by one of us
either to a decay of the stored information or to anticipation of
the upcoming action (Fuster, 1984, 1989). In the case of the
model thesechangesare due to the the network moving toward
fixed-point attractors.
A limitation of the kind of comparison shown in Figure 6 is
that it is basedon the responseto only a singlevalue of afferent
stimulation. A more compelling comparisoncan be made if the
differential responsesof real and model neuronsare compared.
Many neurons in the IT data set usedhere showed differential
responsesto different stimuli, that is, red versusgreen, + versus
o. Presumably this is the result of different values being stored
to represent the different stimuli. The differential responseof
two kinds of model neurons,a storageunit and a gate unit, were
compared with two correspondingIT neurons (seeFig. 74B).
The peristimulus histogramsof the real neurons are generated
from all trials on which either red or greenwas the initial stimulus. The differential responsesfor the model neuronsare gen-
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Figure
6. Comparison of the temporal activity patterns of cortical
neurons with hidden units from spiking model networks during real and
simulated delay memory experiments. The experimental data have been
copied from published sources using a Hewlett Packard ScanJet Plus.
The histograms have been redrawn to the same physical size and format
to facilitate comparison. The model data come from different units in
five independently trained instances of the original continuous model
to which the spiking network transformation was applied. The horizontal axis represents time, in seconds for the real neurons and in time
steps for the model units. The vertical axis represents activity in spikes
per second for the real neurons and spikes per 100 trials per time step
for the model units. The spiking models all had 500 units per pool and
an s value of 0.3. The horizontal
bar is the time of presentation of the
first stimulus in the case of the experimental data and indicates the
period immediately after the offset of the first load in the case of the
model. The arrow indicates the start of the cue ending the delay period
in the experimental case and the offset of the final load in the case of
the model. A is a neuron from posterior parietal area LIP during a delay
saccade task, from Gnadt and Andersen (1988). B is an IT neuron during
a visual delay match-to-sample task, from Fuster et al. (1985). C and
F are frontal neurons in the principal sulcus during delay match-tosample experiments, from Fuster (1984). D is a frontal neuron during
a delay choice task experiment, from Quintana et al. (1989). E is a
composite of 33 principal sulcus neurons that all have cue-period and
delay-period activity in a delay saccade task, from Funahashi et al.
(1990).

erated by storing a high value to simulate the responseto one
color and a low to simulate the responseto the other. Many
trials are run, accumulating spikesfrom a singlemodel neuron
in a pool. These data are then used to generate high and low
peristimulus histograms for comparison with the red versus
greenresponseof real neurons.
The differential activity of IT23.27B, in Figure 7A, closely
correspondsto that of storage-type hidden unit 2 of the model
instancefl 1 shownin Figure 3. They are both strongly inhibited
during all stimulus periods. During the delay, the red response
of IT23.27B mimics the responseof the model unit when a high.
value is stored in memory, and its green responsemimics the
model unit’s low storagevalue response.The differential activity
of IT23.40A, in Figure 7B, closely correspondsto that of gate
unit 3, also from the model instance fll shown in Figure 3.
Both IT23.40A and the model unit have above-baseline activation only during the stimulus period.
The kind of similarities betweenmodel and real neuronsseen
in Figure 7 are not rare observations. Similarities occur with
someregularity in both the model and the brain. To quantify
this evidence we compared the neuron types in a set of 179
memory-relevant, single-unitrecordingsfrom IT with 48 hidden
units from eight instancesof the spiking model, all independently trained with the same parametersas instance fl 1, but
with different random values of the starting weights. We tried
to find objective teststo decide if two neuronswere of the same
type. Global comparisonsof this kind are difficult becausethere
are many different types of model and real neurons, and the
behavior of both model and real neuronsdependson the afferent
value being stored. We used two approachesto this problem.
One approachwasto match model and real neuronson the basis
of qualitative features,independentof any differential responses
to stimuli. The other wasto categorize real and model neurons
on the basisof their differential responses.The first approach
was applied only to units of the two types illustrated in Figure
7. The secondapproach was used on all neurons with a significant differential responseto red and green.
To find out how many real and model units matched the types
illustrated in Figure 7, we chosecriteria that would enable the
computer to searchfor units that matched thesetwo prototypes.
The criteria used to identify model units of the sametype as
unit 2 of model instance fl 1 were the following: significant
inhibition below baseline during the stimulus period, and a
systematicincreasein activity with stored value during the delay. The criteria used to find real units of the same type as
IT23.27B were the sameas for the model during the stimulus
period. However, sincewe have no way of systematically varying the afferent input to the real neurons,the constraint imposed
on activity during the delay was that it changedat the start of
the delay and moved monotonically toward the baseline, or
remainedconstantduring the delay. With thesecriteria, 17(9.5%)
of the real neuronsand 15 (3 1%) of the model neuronswere of
the type of IT23.27B or unit 2, respectively. Only two of the
real neuronshad highly significant differential responsesduring
the delay period. The rest had the sameresponseduring the
delay to both red and green. Of thesenondifferential units, nine
were similar on both kinds of stimulation to either the red
responseor the green responseof IT23.27B. The rest simply
returned quickly to the baseline level as soon as the stimulus
was removed and remained there for the rest of the delay. All
of theseobserved delay responsesfound in the real neuronswere
consistent with them being of the sametype as IT23.27B, as-
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suming an appropriate afferent value was present during stimulation. Some examples of units classified as of the same type
as IT23.27B are shown in Figure 8A.
The criteria used to identify model units of the same type as
gate unit 3 of instance fl 1 were excitation in the stimulus period
that increased systematically with the Info-in value, and nearbaseline activation throughout the delay period. For neurons to
be considered of the same type as IT23.40A, they had to have
significantly above-baseline activation in the stimulus period,
together with near-baseline activation throughout the delay period. With these selection criteria, 48 (27%) of the real and 9
(19%) of the model units were of the same type as unit 3 of fl 1.
Three examples are shown in Figure 8B. A significant differential
response to red and green was found in 10 of the real neurons
of the same type as IT23.40A. Together, the two different types
of unit illustrated in Figure 8 represent 40% of the model units
and 36.5% of the real neurons.
Another approach we used for global matching of real and
model units was based on their differential responses to afferent
stimulation. This analysis was confined to the 50 real neurons
that showed a significant differential response to red or green
during either the first stimulus or the delay, and to the 44 model
units that showed significant differential responses to high or
low stimulation. Each unit was characterized as being above or
below baseline during the stimulus, and above, below, or within
10% of baseline during the delay period. Thus, for example,
IT23.27B was classified as a “- +/- -” type because it was
below baseline for both stimulus periods and above baseline for
red and below it for green during the delays. IT23.40B was of
type “+ O/+ 0” since it had greater-than-baseline responses in
both the stimulus periods which were significantly different from
each other, and was very near baseline during the delay periods.
Note that this is only a qualitative categorization and is applied
only to units that have significant differential responses. The
order of the two parts of the categorization is irrelevant because
we don’t know the afferent values coming from red or green
stimulation; we only know their effects. If we knew the relative
magnitudes of these values there might be many more types.
Only trials on which red or green were paired with the “=”

Figure 7. A and B, Differential response of real neurons and spiking
model neurons. These histograms cover five time periods: (1) 15 set of
prestimulus time in which the monkey is presumably alerted to the
impending trial but has no information about the stimulus, (2) about 1
set period during which one of two stimuli is presented, (3) an 18 set
delay with no stimulus present, (4) the response period during which
both stimuli are present, and (5) about 20 set of postresponse activity.
The peristimulus histograms of the model neurons have the same five
periods. A, RedExp and Green Exp show the response ofneuron IT23.27B
to red and green initial stimuli, respectively; High Modeland Low Model
show the response of unit 2 of model instance fl 1 with 50 units in each
pool and s = 0.3 to gating in a high, 0.99, or a low, 0.0 1, initial stimulus,
respectively. The model data were accumulated from a single unit on
1000 trials. The jirst arrow indicates the time the stimulus went off in
experimental cases and the time the load signal was turned off in model
cases. The second arrow indicates the time the response cue came on
in experimental cases and the time the load signal started for a second
time in model cases. There was an 18 set period between the two arrows
in the experiment and 53 cycles of model time in the model. The bin
size for the experiment is 500 msec, and for the model it is two cycles.
The load signal on time for the model was five cycles. B is the same,
except that in it IT23.40A is compared to unit 3 of model instance fl 1,
and the low value stored is 0.3.
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Table 1. Spiking model and IT differential-response
type
Type
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Figure 8. A and B, Examples of units of the same type as IT23.27B
and IT23.40A. A shows three examples of IT neurons that do not have
red-green differential responses, but are otherwise of the same type as
IT23.27B. B is the same, but here the neurons are of the same type as
IT23.40A.

symbol, indicating color to be relevant (Fuster, 1990) were used,
becausewith our simple model we have no unambiguousway
to simulate a condition in which two, possibly interacting, differential stimuli are present. Only the first 5 set of the delay
were used for comparison becausethe tendency to decay back
to the baselinefor most of the delay period can masksignificant
differential responses.Of the 11 types considered, all 50 real
neurons fell into 10 and the 44 differential model neurons fell
into 7. All 7 of the model types were a subset of the 10 real
neuron types. The data are shown in Table 1. Out of the 50 real
differential responseneurons, 41 were of types found in the
model.
Taken together, the data from both global matching procedures show that all the differential responsepatterns of model
neurons can be matched, at least qualitatively, with real IT
neurons, and that a significant fraction of the real neuronscan
be matched with model neurons. Since we have not attempted
to match all nondifferential-response real neurons, the degree
of matching may be underestimated. We would not expect all
IT neurons to match model neurons sinceit is unlikely that the
model accountsfor all kinds of processinggoing on in IT cortex.

Number in model

Number in IT

9
0
1
0
0
10
2
15
1
6
44

10
5
9
2
2
7
4
2
7
2
50

All model and IT neurons were first tested for a significant difference between low
and high or red-green response, respectively, in either the stimulus or the delay
period. If there was a significant difference they were then classified into types on
the basis of whether their responses were above, “+,” or below, “-,”
baseline,
except in one case where a class consisted of units with a delay response within
10% of baseline, “0.” The “/” separates one stimulusdelay
pair from the other,
but the order is irrelevant since we don’t know for the IT neurons whether green
or red gives the larger afferent signal.

Looking

3

+
+
+
+
-

neurons of each

for Attractors

Fixed-point attractors are a characteristic feature of our model.
If networks like those of the model are present in the cortex,
then cortical neurons should also exhibit attractor dynamics.
One way to get evidence for attractor dynamics in the cortex is
to detect the characteristic temporal structure attractors impose
on spike trains. This structure consistsof time segmentswith
discrete spiking probabilities correspondingto each of the attractors, together with segmentswith changingprobabilities generatedwhile the neuron is moving betweenattractors. Detecting
thesesegmentsin data from singleneurons is difficult because
the segmentsare of varying lengths, and interspike intervals of
all sizescan occur in any given segment.Only the averagespiking
rate differs between segments.
One way to visualize the structure imposed by network attractor dynamics is to look at the running averageof the spiking
rate. Figure 9 provides examplesof actual spike trains and their
running averagesfrom the spiking model and real neuronsthat
show the kind of temporal structure imposedby noisy attractor
dynamics. The model data are taken from a network that has
been running long enough that it is no longer affected by its
starting state.According to our model, its firing shouldrepresent
what is seenin singleneuronscontained in networks randomly
switching betweenfixed-point attractors. The experimental data
on IT neuronsaretaken from the 15set intertrial baselineperiod
and thus representthe “background” level of firing. Examination of Figure 9 showsthat there are segmentsof fast and slow
firing that extend over significant periods of time in both model
and real spike trains. In the model this structure is due to attractors. Since no memory task is being performed during the
baselineperiod, it is reasonableto assumethat the memoryrelevant IT neuronsare not being driven by afferent, stimulusrelated signalsor receiving-load signals.Thus, the major changes
observed in their firing rates could be the result of internally
generatedprocessessuch as those associatedwith attractor dynamics. Direct examination of spike trains in this way shows
the existence of structure in the real data that is similar to that
found in the model. However, this technique is not compelling
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because it requires subjective comparisons between very noisy
signals. Stronger conclusions require techniques that are more
objective and take all the available data into account in making
comparisons.
Multiple interval histograms
One way to detect structure in spike trains is to use multipleinterval histograms (Gerstein and Mandlebrot, 1964; Tuckwell,
1988). Adding together several interspike intervals tends to average out the random lengths of the individual intervals and
give a better measure of local spiking probabilities. The distribution of these multiple interval lengths will tend to have a
mode for each discrete persistent spiking frequency. These models will be visible only in favorable cases where the temporal
persistence of discrete states is sufficiently long. Even when the
individual modes are not visible, the existence oftemporal structure can be detected in multiple-interval histograms by comparing them to histograms of the same multiplicity made from
randomly shuffled data. Randomly shuffling the order of spike
intervals destroys all temporal structure. The effect of this on
the shape of the shuffled distribution depends on the kind of
structure present originally. For example, if the original spike
train consists entirely of a long interval separated by a very short
interval, then the shuffled distribution will be broader than the
original because shuffling generates runs of short and long intervals that did not exist originally. This will lead to a shuffled
distribution with a greater variance than the original distribution. However, if the original train is rich in runs of fixed spiking
probabilities, shuffling will narrow the distribution by destroying long runs of pure high and low spiking rates. This will produce a reduction in the variance of the shuffled compared to
the unshuffled distribution. These considerations suggest that
multiple-interval
histograms could be used to detect attractorlike structure in spike trains. We have used this technique to
compare model and experimental data.
The properties of a multiple interval histogram depend on
the number of consecutive intervals, m, used. If m is too small
it cannot average out the effects of random interspike times and
the distribution will not capture interesting temporal structure.
If m is too large it will cover so much of the spike train that all
interesting structure is averagedout. In practice our resultswere
not very sensitive to the value of m. Significant differencesbetween the shuffled and unshuffled distributions, when present,
persist over a wide range of m values. Many IT neurons show
largesignificant differencesbetweenthe original and the shuffled
distributions that persist over ranges of m from eight to 32
intervals. These effects are of the magnitude and kind expected
from the effects of fixed-point attractors in the spiking model.
An example is shown in Figure 10, where multiple-interval
histograms are compared for a real IT neuron and unit 2 of
model instance fl 1. In both casesthe shuffled distribution is
narrower, with fewer high- and low-frequency intervals and a
lower variance. The unshuffled distributions show indications
of more than one mode that disappear in the shuffled distributions.
Are these variance shifts significant, and if so, how many
neurons show them? If the shuffled and unshuffled distributions
really have different variances, then the probability of finding
a shuffled distribution with the samevariance as the original
unshuffled one should be very small. To test this we shuffled
each spike train 100 times and found the mean and SD of the
100 resulting variances. We then measuredthe difference be-
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Figure 9. Spiketrain and runningaveragefrom a real and a model
neuron. The running average is generated by summing all the spikes in
a fixed-width time window and plotting this number for each millisecond or cycle. The bin size is 600 msec for the real neurons, 80 cycles
for the model. The scale of the spike train is too coarse to resolve
individual spikes closer than about 30 msec.

tween the variance of the unshuffled distribution and the mean
of the 100shuffleddistributions in units ofthe SD of the variance
of the shuffled distributions, The SD is a convenient measure
of this difference becauseit is time-scaleinvariant and gives an
indication of both the significanceand magnitude of the difference.
We first looked for variance shifts in a selectedsampleof 20
single-unit spike trains that had high firing rates, very short
refractory periods, and “exponential”-like single-spikeinterval
distributions. For the set of 20 selectedneurons the average
difference between the variances of the shuffled and unshuffled
distributions was 25 SD for m = 8, 31 SD for m = 16, and 34
SD for m = 32. The correspondingvalues for unit 2 of model
instance fll are 38 SD for m = 8, 37 SD for m = 16, and 24
SD for m = 32. Thesedifferencesare very significant sincethe
probability of finding so many SDS difference at random is
vanishingly small. The effect is quite insensitive to m, at least
over the range of 8-32 intervals. All the neurons in our sample
of 20 had significant differencesbetweenshuffled and unshuffled
distributions; the range was 7-77 SDS.
We then measuredthe variance differencesfor all the neurons
in our IT data set. Of the 179 neurons tested, the differences
found betweenthe variance of shuffledand unshuffledmultiple-
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Table 2.
unshuffled

Examples
of differences
in variance
multiple-interval
distributions

Neuron

Multiple
interval size

IT19.03A

8
16
32

IT19.15A

8
16
32

IT23.13A
IT25.83B

and

0.45
0.42
-0.16
12.6
11.8
10.2

8

35.0
43.2
55.5

8
16

51.8
66.2

11.0

8

-0.06

16
32

7.6
16.0

IT251.05A

8
16
32

38.4
37.3

Unit 2 fl 1

8
16

38.2
42.6
44.4

32

shuffled

V,,-VJSD

16
32

32

IT19.2lA

between

24.0

Vu is thevariance
of theunshuffled
multiple-interval
distribution.
V, isthemean
ofthevariances
of 100 shuffled
distributions.
SD is standard
deviation
of the100
shuffled
variances.
Multiple

Interval

Length

10. Multiple-interval histograms. Multiple-interval distributions are generated by summing the time for n spikes to occur after each
spike, and then binning these times. Number of intervals summed =
15 for IT25 1.05A and 12 for fl 1, The same procedure is applied to the
original data and to shuffled data created by randomly reordering all
interspike intervals. Because any given random shuffling can have some
idiosyncratic features, the shuffled distributions are the average of 10
randomizations. The unshuffled distributions are plotted using error
bars centered on the number of intervals with lengths of two times the
square root of the number of intervals. The shuffled distributions are
plotted as points without error bars. The model and neuron plots have
been scaled to have about the same overall size. The IT25 1.05A aanh
has been smoothed by averaging three adjacent intervals at each-time
point.
Figure

interval distributions were less than 55 SDS for 43%, between
5 and 10 SDS for 16%, and greater than 10 SDS for 41%. These
data represent the largest difference found for m values of 8,
16, and 32. Some examplesof the the range of values obtained
are given in Table 2. Note the uniformity over m values. Only
three neurons out of 179 have differencesbetweendistributions
that span the range of < 5 SDS to > 10 SDS as m goesfrom 8
to 32. If we assumethat neurons with more than 10 SDS difference in the variance of shuffled and unshuffled distributions
have extensive temporal structure in their spike trains, then
theseobservationsare consistentwith the assumptionthat more
than 40% of the neuronsin IT are in networks with noisy fixedpoint attractors.
Discussion and Conclusions
The spiking model investigated here usesvery simple probabilistic neurons.Thesemodel neuronsare “realistic” in the sense

that their output spiking statisticsare similar to those observed
in many IT neurons. We cannot say if their input-output characteristicsare realistic becauselittle is known about the in situ
transfer statistics of neurons in the cortex (Softky and Koch,
1992).No attempt is madeto derive the behavior of the model
neurons using basic knowledge about cellular properties; that
is, it is a black box modelof individual neurons.Model networks
can show realistic behavior to the extent that their model neurons capture the important input-output statistics of neurons
in the cortex. Thesenetworks are usefulin analyzing brain function becausethe major features of phenomenasuch as loading
information into active memory and the structure imposedon
spiking by attractors are likely to be fairly independent of the
fine details of neuron function. In the casesanalyzed here both
the averagetemporal dynamics and the statistical properties of
the model spike trains correspond to what was found in many
real neuronsthought to be involved in short-term active memory. This demonstratesthat the model is consistent with the
experimental observations. While this qualifies the model asa
possibleway to account for the observed data, it doesnot rule
out alternative mechanismsfor active storage.For example, it
might be possibleto also construct a model that usesrapid
weight changesto account for the experimental observations.
To our knowledge no one has done this yet. An alternative
explanation for the temporal structure found in the spike trains,
which our model attributes to noisy attractors, is that the units
in IT are being driven by visual input as the monkey looks
around the dimly lit room when not being directly stimulated.
One line of evidence against this hypothesis is the finding that
IT dischargeis not correlated with eye movementsduring either
the baselineor memorization periods(Fuster and JeNey,
1982).
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Perhaps the two aspects of the model with the most significant
consequences are the global signal that is used to load new
information into active memory and the statistical flipping between spiking probabilities caused by the presence of fixed-point
attractors. The model can shed relatively little light on the anatomical origin of the load signal or the chemical nature of the
transmitter involved. Both must be common to many memory
circuits because it is highly unlikely that any single, small, unreliable network could account for reliable memory behavior.
It would be interesting if the transmitter mediating the load
signal was associated with one of the neuromodulatory systems
that innervate the cortex. Whether or not the hypothesized load
signal exists, together with its anatomical location and mechanism of generation, can ultimately be determined only by additional experimental studies.
The results described here show that the spiking of many IT
neurons is consistent with the notion that they belong to networks with fixed-point attractors disturbed by spiking noise.
This is of interest not only for the present model, but also
because attractors in spiking networks have been hypothesized
to play a role in the representation of entities in long-term memory and in recall into active memory (Cowan, 1972; Amit, 1990).
Long-term memory for discrete entities is hypothesized to be
represented by the values of synaptic weights that determined
the set of possible attractors. These networks have individual
neurons with only two discrete firing probabilities. The networks
have many attractor states, each with a different combination
of neurons in the upper and lower state. Active short-term recall
is implemented when the system settles into one of these attractors. This differs from our model, which is a storage mechanism for graded values. These values are generally represented
by the network not being in an attractor state and are lost after
settling into attractors. However, all suggestions concerning the
use of attractors require that they exist, so our findings may be
relevant to other models as well. Currently there is not enough
experimental information to tell whether the attractor states we
have evidence for in IT are associated with graded storage as
in our model, discrete recall, or both kinds of memory.
Further confirmation of the validity of the model can come
from multiunit recordings, which could demonstrate the predicted correlations between the activity of neurons in the same
recurrent memory network. In the course of the original experimental work (Fuster, 1990) some multiunit recordings were
made, but were not included in the data set used in this study.
We have examined some of these multiunit recordings and find
that in several cases they have the same statistical patterns expected of single units in attractor networks. While not enough
detailed information is available from these multiunit recordings to determine for sure that all units are in the same network,
these observations suggest that it may eventually be possible to
trace out the hypothesized recurrent networks in more detail
using multiple-unit recording.
The model described here consists of a neural network module
designed to account for a specific body of well-established experimental data about sustained firing observed in very simple
short-term memory tasks. The model deals only with the issue
of immediate active information storage and is not a complete
model of short-term and working memory. Many important
issues that have been addressed experimentally, such as memories maintained across multiple rapid stimulus presentations,
the mechanism of matching current and remembered stimuli
(Miller et al., 199 l), and active recall of learned pattern stimuli
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(Sakai and Miyashita, 1991), are not addressed by our model.
However, we can find nothing in the experimental findings on
these issues that rules out the use of active storage modules of
the type described here for information storage over short periods of time. Indeed, the striking similarity between the spiking
patterns predicted by the model and those found in IT neurons
demonstrates that a mechanism based solely on recurrent connections that do not change rapidly can account for the data on
sustained activity observed during short-term memory. This
result in no way conflicts with the likelihood that there is also
rapid synaptic weight change, for example, in the hippocampus,
needed for the full range of short-term memory phenomena.
It is important to note that this consistency between model
and experiment was not directly designed into the model, but
emerged indirectly from the process of optimizing a network of
nonlinear neural-like units to implement a simple memory task.
This result is another example of the power of applying the
systems identification paradigm to neural networks for generating models of nervous system function (Zipser, 1992).
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